NAU STATEMENT ON EMERITUS FACULTY

To earn emeritus status, an individual shall have served on the NAU faculty for at least ten years and be recommended by the Provost to the President. Emeritus status is conferred at the last academic rank of the faculty member (e.g., associate professor emeritus, professor emeritus). The conferral of emeritus status will be announced at the Faculty and Academic Professionals Awards Reception in the spring semester.

Privileges Awarded to Emeriti Faculty

1. Emeritus status provides the following privileges:
   - Authorization to purchase a faculty campus parking permit.
   - *Library and bookstore privileges accorded to faculty members at NAU.

2. Consideration for space in which to work and carry on writing and research including:
   - Office space.
   - Laboratory privileges.
   - Computer Usage.
   - Space in the library providing some security of writings and projects; and/or
   - Assistance in applying for research grants.

3. Invitation to take part in ceremonies and academic processions.

Ref: Conditions of Faculty Service, Section 1.6.2, Evaluation for Appointment to Emeritus Status

*Library privileges similar to NAU faculty members includes: remote access to library databases, extended loan periods on books; access to the library’s computers; and document delivery services.